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I

Mortal kombat has always been one of my favorite

fighting games, along with Soulcalibur, but I always felt

it lacked something-Player Creativity. There has on;y

been 1 game to date with a character creation system,

and while I haven’t used it, I’ve heard it wasn’t very

good. This D10system gives great freedom in creating

your Karacter/Kombatant, and I hope that with help it

can be improved and used widely. Now, onto the game!



II

In this D10 system, your character is completely up to

you. What they look like, how they fight, their

personality, even their special moves. All of these are

either created with the character, or perhaps created

in-game when the time arises. Use the following

Template to create your character.



NameAgeGenderRaceSTATS

Fighting AbilityDefensive AbilityAgilitySpecial AbilityHealth-



Fighting style-Give a short description of how your

character fights, and the name of their fighting style if

there is one. This can include what your Kombos Look

Like, their battle stance, and any other fluff detail.



Special Moves-List your special moves here. Give a name,

describe what they are, and what it looks like. Also

list it’s effect(s).



X-Ray Moves-Describe your X-Ray moves here.

Fatalities- Here, describe your fatalities in as much or as

little detail you want.



III

Mortal kombat has many races, both in and out of game.

Here they are listed (all from the MK wiki) with stat

bonuses and decreases.

Centaur- a race of beings whose bodies resemble



hybrids of humans, horses, bulls, and rams.

Fighing Ability+1 Agility+1 Defense Ability-2

Chaosrealmer- Chaosrealmers are humanoid in form and

come across as wild, primitive and menacing. They live in

Chaosrealm. Some bear tattoos, strange markings or even

more extreme expressions of their ultimate individualism.

Agility+1 Special Ability+1 Defense Ability-2

Cyborg- A Cyborg character is one who has been enhanced

through cybernetic enhancements. They are usually

human, but they can be template from any race.



Template race stats with Fighting Ability+1 Special

Ability1+ Agility-2

Demon- A race that hide their appearance underneath a

human façade, but otherwise seem to be the same as Oni.

Secial Ability+2 Agility-1 Fighting Ability-1

Edenian- A race that spears to be human, but live for

millennia and possess magical abilities

Fighting Ability+1 Special Ability+1 Defensive Ability-2

Elemental- Creatures who have mastered abilities with

one particular element such as wind, earth, fire and

water. Their appearance differs depending on which

element they have mastered.

Defensive Ability+1 Special Ability+1 Agility-2

Enenra- Creatures of smoke and vapor who possess a

shapeless form. They are at times created from the

souls of slain mortals, and can return to their physical

forms.

Defensive ability+1 Agility+1 Fighting Ability-2

Half-God- or Demi Gods, are the offspring of a God or

Goddess and male or female mortal of any species.

Template race Abilities with Secial Ability+1 Defensive

Ability+1 Fighting Ability-1 Agility-1

Human- Many of the Mortal Kombat characters belong to

the human race, although many of them possess

superhuman qualities, such as the ability to control fire

or teleport.

+2 to any ability, or +1/+1 to two abilities -2 to one

any ability or -1/-1 to two abilities.

Outworlder- Outworlders look like humans, but they

seem to have a greater talent for magic. All



Outworlders seen so far resemble East Asian people

from Earthrealm.

Special Ability+2 Fighting Ability-2

Shokan- A race of half-dragon warriors with up to 6

arms. They are strong, but males are not very nimble.

Male: Fighting Ability+2 Defensive Ablity+1 Agility-3

Female: Fighting Ability+2 Agility-1 Special Ability-1

Tarkatan- They are humanoid in form with glowing

yellow eyes, and sharp teeth, with boney spikes on their

fore-arms. They're most notable combat aspect is their

razor sharp silver colored "retractable-claws" that

extend from the top of each fore-arm.

Ffughtng Ability+1 Special ability+1 Defensive Ability-2

Vampireas well

neutral,

order to



Human in appearance but possessed sharp fangs

as wings. They are not an evil race but

as they require the blood of living beings in

survive.



Agility+2 Fighting Ability-1 Defensive Ability-1

Wraith- or spectre (also spelled specter) Are beings who

have previously died only to be resurrected in the

Netherealm as an undead warrior.

Fighitng Ability+1 Agility+1 Special Ability-2



IV

Your stats can either be rolled with 4 d10’s or be

bought.



When Rolling:

If you roll a 1-5, your stat is the corresponding number.

If you roll a 6-10, your number is negative, with 6 being

a negative 1 and a 10 being a negative 5

When buying Stats, you have 10 points to spend.

1 costs 0 points, 2 costs 1 point, 3 costs 3 points, 4

costs 4 points, 5 costs 5 points.

You can gain points back by making a stat negative.

A -1 stat nets you 1 point,-2 nets you 2,-3 nets you 4,

and -4 or -5 nets you 5.

Health for all characters is 25.



V

Special moves are what really define your character. Do

you shoot laser beams? Or maybe they just have a

really powerful punch. That’s all up to you.

There are 4 types of Special moves, and 1 extra called

Your Signature move.

Each move you have costs points. Which you have 10 to

spend. Each normal move costs 1 point. A move with 2

types costs 3, and a move with 3 types costs 5.

Your first signature move is free, and the next costs 5.

It deals another die of damage, and adds an effect.

TYPES OF EFFECTS



Stop/Freeze- Your opponent cannot act on thier next

round, and your next attack on them cannot miss. (Ex.

Sub Zero’s freeze)

Stun- Your opponent cannot act on their next round, and

their Agility score is not factored into their AC for your

next 3 attacks. (Ex. Kabal’s rush)

Juggle- You can start a new Kombo chain. It deals attack

damage + however many chains you’ve made before using

it. (Ex. Idk…)

Ranged- Deals attack damage to an opponent, and they

cannot attack you next round. (Ex. Raiden’s Bolt)

Signature- A move that doesn’t really fit into the other

category, like Scoripion’s teleport, or Raiden’s Flying

Gibberish.



VI

Kombat. It’s in the name, so it better be good right?

Kombat is usually between 2 characters, but the rules

can be modified to allow more.

It starts with an Initiative, where a D10+your Agility

determines who goes first.

A normal attack is made up of a D10+Your Fighting

Ability vs. 5+your opponent’s Defensive Ability and

Agility.

Damage for most attacks is rolled with D6’s

If it hits, you make another normal attack roll, if that

attack hits, you have started a Kombo.



Until your attack misses, your opponent’s turn is skipped.

Before each new attack roll, your opponent rolls a D10

+ Their Defensive Ability vs. 5+ Your Fighting ability

+Agility. If this succeeds, they Break your Kombo, and

can act immediately.

Kombos can be ended at any time with a Special move.

Chains are the number of atatcks that have hit. This

applies to Juggle moves.

If you ever roll a natural 10, you can do an X-ray

move. X-ray moves deal 2d6 Damage.

If you get up to 10 Kombos, you do a Fatality. This

happens after the 10th attack hits.

You can choose not to damage the opponent with a

normal Kombo, but not with an X-ray Move or Fatality,

but they are optional.



IIV

Thanks for reading this. If you have any Questions,

feedback, or advice, you can Email me at

the.one.winged.angel999@gmail.com or find me on The

Tangled Web under the name owa666.
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